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The Demand of 
Modern Commerce
 

Xiao Li, an accountant, works in

fancy CBD in downtown Shanghai.

She lives in the suburb and needs to

commute every day to work. She

likes to browse products on her

mobile phone when she is riding

the subway, and places order. In the

evening when she gets home, her

parcel will be delivered to her door. 

 

Anna, a fashion design student,

studies at Konstfack in Stockholm.

One of her favorite pastime is to

browse online for inexpensive but

unique items, be it clothes, shoes or

accessories so she could buy them,

exam them, and gain design

inspiration from them. She likes to

browse those on her phone when

she is commuting or waiting for

friends in cafe or restaurant, then

she will order everything on her

desktop as it’s easier to compare

prices and have an overview since

she has lower budget.

Paul, a business executive from UK,

is transiting in the early morning at

one of the international airports. He

is extremely busy but he doesn’t

want to forget his wife’s birthday.

He is browsing online flower shop to

book a nice bouquet for her to

deliver before noon, then book a

fancy dinner for the evening as a

surprise gift, as he happens to

conclude a business earlier than

planned, and his wife doesn’t know

yet. 

 

What you see here is a common

scene in our everyday life today. Life

is getting hectic and people are

always on the go. The fast-paced

modern life gives us less time for

ourselves, therefore we expect the

convenience and speed from the

services we use. Literally, any

service. Online or offline. Or both.



What
About
Amazon? 

No doubt, Amazon has

been a giant e-commerce in the

scene. And what’s more, they

have the resources to constantly

innovate their service over the

years, both online and offline.

They have reorganized their

working process, digitalized the

organization, modernized their

warehouse management by

implementing robots and

they’re exploring robots as

delivery as well. The products

that can be bought on Amazon

has been varied, low priced and

delivered within a day or two.

Feeling threatened huh?

Of course, Amazon provides the

majority of nondiscretionary,

commoditized portion of the

retail market, but the

discretionary, specialized

products remains for the others

to explore and expand. Not every

customer is after the cheapest

product. Within this field, the

most fun, interesting, innovative,

high value and emotion-driven

purchases would be where you

can actually win. And in order to

win you need to provide highly

inviting, engaging, unique,

personal yet authentic

experiences for your customers.

This is where you can actually do

better than Amazon.



The
Challenge
of Old
Platforms

 

In the past 20 years, most e-commerce

solution relied on monolith commerce

platforms. They have very rigid

architecture, limited choices of themes

or layouts, less customization, and can

be expensive to modify or maintain. Not

to mention they’re totally designed to

function in one space – the web. If you

want to explore other areas, such as AR

(augmented reality), IoT (internet of

things), social media shopping, mobile

shopping, you would have to hire

another team to work on another set of

solution, which can add to huge

increase in budget and time.

 

Gartner, in one article about 10 trends

in digital commerce, lists visual

commerce, personalization, unified

commerce, thing commerce and

API-based commerce as the must-

haves for the future. As you can see,

none of them is easy to achieve if you

stick to old-fashioned traditional e-

commerce platforms such as

Wordpress with Woocommerce,

or Shopify. That’s why using JAMstack

can be beneficial for the future

development of e-commerce.



What is JAMstack?
JAM stack is a modern architecture — fast, secure and dynamic, created

with JavaScript, APIs, and pre-rendered Markup. Compared to traditional

web architecture, it's served without back-end. (see picture below)

JavaScript
Any dynamic programming during

the request/response cycle is

handled by JavaScript, running

entirely on the client. This could be

any front-end framework, library, or

even vanilla JavaScript.

 

APIs
All server-side processes or

database actions are abstracted

into reusable APIs, accessed over

HTTPS with JavaScript. These can be

custom-built or leverage third-party

services.

 

Markup
Templated markup (for non-coder

content editors) should be prebuilt

at deploy time, usually using a site

generator for content sites, or a

build tool for web apps.



The Benefits of
JAMstack
E-commerce
As you can see that from JAMstack, things are decoupled and

delegated to the micro-service experts, then integrated into a whole

to become our own.

Customization
You are no longer restricted to the

limited themes and layout provided

by monolithic software, instead, you

can use any front-end framework to

build a highly customized UI and

UX to shape your brand identity,

which then improves customer

conversion, increases their loyalty,

therefore increases the lifetime

value of your brand.

Scalability
Since your front-end and back-end

are separate, they can grow at

different speed, according to the

business demands. Even your front-

end receives huge traffic, your back-

end will not be affected, which is

different when you use monolithic

platform. This, in the long-term, can

reduce your operation cost and

makes your availability more stable.



Free to explore
Your developers will be happy that they are no longer limited to certain

language, framework or platform, they can use what they do best and let

their creativity take over. As we see, unique experience requires your team

to work out something different, if your designers, developers and

marketers are allowed freedom to explore, and you will have less

trouble to maintain the daily challenges of back-end, they will be

able to learn new things and use new things much faster than before.

Not to mention, you will have a faster time to market as well.

Fast and Secure
Most JAMstack e-commerce will

have static sites that use CDN

(content delivery network) to deliver

faster to end users, no matter where

they are. Smooth loading and

interaction is the key for winning

today’s impatient users. JAMstack

also greatly reduce the chance for

malicious cyber attacks which can

happen when your front-end and

back-end are closely connected and

your code or frameworks have some

lethal weakness.

Easy to add new touchpoints
You want to add mobile apps? VR or

AR shopping? Social shopping?

What about IoT? How about Alexa?

You name it. Since you now have

API-based service, it’s a small piece

of cake to add something extra as

your business grows and customer

demands change. You do not need

to create a whole new product just

for that added experience, as they

can consume data through the

same API. You just focus on how to

create the best UI and UX and run

the top-notch marketing campaign

to reach your sales goal.



Petite and Minimal -
a demo of JAMstack
E-commerce Site

Petite and Minimal is a sustainable

concept store that features minimal

styles for petite ladies.

 

 I've decided to use CommerceLayer

as the commerce layer that

connects database, manages

merchandising, ordering and

shipping etc. 

Then I used Contentful as the CMS

to enrich the data that's imported

from CommerceLayer. 

 

Finally I pulled data via GraphQL to

my front-end which was generated

by Gatsby, a static site generator so

it will be super fast in the end. The

code is in the Github and

connected to Netlify for CI and CD. 





First, export data from database or

other management tool such as

Zapier to CommerceLayer.  Then

edit the data as needed. Here we

need to have unique SKU(stock

keeping unit)s, warehouses from

different countries, quantities of

products, their prices etc. 

 

After everything is ready, we then

export the data from here to

Contentful CMS via commandline

tool by setting up a yml file. 

 
# .commercelayer-cli.yml

commercelayer:

  site: <your-base-endpoint>

  client_id: <your-client-id>

  client_secret: <your-client-secret>

contentful:

  space: <your-space-id>

  access_token: <your-content-management-

access-token>



Of course, before the last step, we

need to have the data model ready

in Contentful. We need to create

country, catalog (per country),

categories, product, product variant

(that's different sizes or colors of

one product), and sizes. After this is

done, we then need to enrich the

content such as edit the name,

connect all the references, and also 

 

write more detailed description.

Contentful CMS allows Markdown

rich text, so non-coder as content

creater can work on an editor easily

to write content. 

 

So far the whole process is totally

independent of our front-end,

which is very different from the

traditional method where

everything is closely coupled. 



Now we are all set to create the

website. I used a Gatsby boilerplate

I made from scratch to speed up

the basic set up. 

 

Then I first created the blog section.

The blog has a posts folder where

all the blog related pictures and

markdown files are. They're

generated via onCreateNode in the

gatsby-node.js. 

 

Then with onCreatePages, we pull

data from GraphQL and

programmatically create new nodes

and new pages with the data that

comes from our Contentful CMS. 

 

GraphQL makes it easy to query

data in a very flexible way. You only

get data that's needed exactly for

the page, which reduced extra size

and also extra trips for server. 



We create the front-end by writing

different components and pulling

different data from GraphQL. 

 

Note the catalog, category, product,

blog, and post pages are all

programmatically generated. We

only need to create one template

for each. The rest can be

distinguished by their unique slugs

(part of the url). 

 

Then we import the

CommerceLayer component via a

plugin and connect our front-end to

the backend, so the price,

availability and sizes will show up.

We also use the ready made

checkout system to speed up the

time to market. Of course with more

time and effort we can also build a

customized version. 







Overall, I think JAMstack is worth

exploring. The downside is that it might

require creative skills from the front-end

developer to design beautiful layout and

they need to be familiar with micro-

services and APIs. The service fee might

also be more expensive from start for

some small business. But for business that

does plan to scale and expand in the

future, especially they might need

different countries, currencies, languages,

this stack does allow flexibility, speed and

excellent developer experiences, which

will result in a great product every

customer loves to use. 

JAMSTACK  IS  THE  FUTURE

OF  E -COMMERCE  TO

CREATE  FAST  AND  UNIQUE

DIGITAL  STORE .

Conclusion
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